
The following weekend the classes of 1980, 1985 and 1990 gathered at Spike & Charlie’s Restaurant and Wine Bar in the Mount Vernon section of Baltimore. Over 130 alumni and friends attended. Thanks to a group of committed co-chairs and strong promotion committees, the 1995 reunions boasted strong attendance which made for successful and enjoyable reunion celebrations.

If you are part of the class of 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986 or 1991, watch your mail for reunion materials. If you would like to help plan your reunion, please call David Carrera in the alumni office at (410) 706-2070.
The following individuals served as co-chairs for the 1995 reunion classes. Special thanks for jobs well done.

T. Carroll Brown '50  
Alleck A. Resnick '50  
William C. Rogers, Jr. '50  
Stanford G. Gann '53  
Stephen M. Ehudin '60  
Hon. Julian I. Jacobs '60  
Sheldon P. Schuman '65  
William P. Young, Jr. '65  
Thomas G. Axley '70  
John J. Kenny '70  
Walter E. Lawe, Jr. '70  
Debra H. Devan '75  
Edward H. Nabb, Jr. '75  
Bonnie A. Traverso '75  
Douglas F. Murray '80  
Leslie F. Romine '80  
Steven C. Hikee '85  
John L. Hollingshead '85  
Norman L. Smith '85  
Julie Klein Cutler '90  
Timothy M. Gunning '90

Class of 1960 co-chairs Steve Ehudin (left) and Judge Julian Jacobs stand to applause.

Left to right: Clay Opara '90, Tim Gunning '90, co-chair, and Frank Kirsh '90 at Spike & Charlie's Restaurant.


Old friends get reacquainted at the Stouffer Harborplace Hotel.

Left to right: Marsha Cohen '65 with William Young '65, co-chair, and his wife Frances.

Left to right: T. Carroll Brown '50, Dean Donald Gifford and Judge Thomas Bracken '50.

Left to right: Bill Higgins '50, Roy Hoffberger '50 and Perry Bowen, Jr. '50 renew acquaintances.

Ben Dorman '60 and Rudy Manelli '60.